Can Hydrogen-Fueled Cars Rise in China?
by Colum Murphy
April 2, 2015 – Cars that run on hydrogen, and emit only water vapor from their tailpipes, would seem like a no-brainer in smog-blanketed China.
Vehicles fueled by the lightest element on the planet currently don’t carry much weight, particularly without green vehicle celebrity like Tesla Motor Inc.’s Elon Musk to sell them.  But companies like French industrial gas supplier Air Liquide SA are hoping the world’s biggest market for passenger cars will become a major market for hydrogen-powered cars.  “If China moves, it will change everything,” Pierre-Etienne Franc, vice president for advanced business and technologies at Air Liquide told China Real Time in a recent interview.  He added that more demand from China could act as a “trigger” point that could see global demand for such cars finally take off.
As China’s  Environmental Protection Administration announced that cars have been the main pollution source in 4 big cities - Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Hangzhou, many are looking to green cars to help clean the air.  Supporters say hydrogen-fueled cars have the potential to be completely emission free.  They also say such cars are more convenient for drivers, because their engines allow for a longer driving range than battery-powered electric cars like those produced by Tesla.  Recharging is just a matter of minutes at specially built hydrogen stations.
Air Liquide supplies hydrogen recharging stations needed to run such cars; stations can cost around €1 million ($1.08 million) each to build, according to Air Liquide.
Japan, the U.S. state of California, and some European countries, such as Germany, have been faster to embrace hydrogen than China, which has only a handful of recharging stations.  Japan wants 100 hydrogen stations by the end of 2015.  Toyota Motor Corp. said it will increase annual production of its Mirai hydrogen car model to 3,000 by 2017, from 700 this year.
Still, there have been some signs of encouragement from China on hydrogen cars.  Air Liquide notes that some Chinese car companies, such as state-owned SAIC Motor Corp., are exploring manufacturing hydrogen-fueled cars.  Last fall, SAIC teamed with Air Liquide to sponsor a 10,000-kilometer (6,200-mile) tour, in which 3 hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles – recharged by a mobile hydrogen station – drove through 10 major cities from Beijing to Chengdu.  SAIC did not immediately respond to requests for comment.
China has also taken some baby steps in hydrogen-fueled public transportation.  In March, the world’s 1st hydrogen-powered tramcar rolled off the assembly line of Qingdao-based CSR Sifang Co., according to state-owned Xinhua News Agency.
Some cities are also showing initiative.  Foshan, in southern China’s Guangdong Province, has been exploring hydrogen-fueled transportation since 2013, according to Zhou Zhitong, director general of the city’s commerce bureau.  The local government has built the city’s 1st pilot hydrogen refueling station.  “The scheme is still in the early stages of development, and aims to first create a supporting ecosystem from which the new energy vehicle industry can prosper,” Mr. Zhou told CRT.
The Foshan district of Gaoming is likely to be the site of the 1st railway vehicle energized by hydrogen in China as part of a project—also by CSR Sifang—to build a 17-kilometer railway line there.
Perhaps most encouraging are new rules announced in July, to be phased in over a 2-year period, that require green cars—including those running on hydrogen—to account for no less than 30% of all new cars bought for official use each year.
Air Liquide’s Mr. Franc says adequate infrastructure is only one part of the equation.  China still needs a regulatory framework that would ensure adequate and safe supply of hydrogen, and it needs more car makers to embrace hydrogen technology.
China’s desire to improve its environment will eventually drive it to put such conditions in place, he says, adding that embracing hydrogen as a car fuel is also part of the country’s journey from manufacturer to innovator.  “That road will go through fuel cell technology,” predicted Mr. Franc.
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